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Chakras Mirror the Degree they are Influenced by the Positive and Negative Poles, as 

Well as the Degree of Suffusion of Pure Breath of Love. 

Based on the qualities that each chakra manifests, as characterized below, we can discern if 

a recipient recoils from or surrenders to Pure Breath of Love. In other words, which chakras 

allow and receive love, and what chakras recoil from love?   

It behooves you to study chakras because they distribute the subtle psycho-spiritual energies 

throughout the body, under the influence of pingala and ida. 

 

Pingala is the positive energy pole, represented by the solar, masculine, upper, right, front, 

external, sympathetic nervous system. 

 Ida is the negative energy pole, represented by the lunar, feminine, lower, left, back, 

internal, parasympathetic nervous system. 

 Sushumna is the neutral, central channel, the midline, the SA Node in the heart.  

Our Soul is dominated by the masculine polarity, but the polarity can shift toward the 

feminine by allowing into our body the suffusion of Pure Breath of Love. A way to discern a 

recipient's progress is to observe the ways they navigate and process difficult issues. If we 

keep in mind the amount of influence that the feminine and masculine poles have on each 

chakra, we can then measure the shift in a recipient's "stuck patterning” and thereby 

evaluate the progress in their journey to love. For example, with a shift from the masculine 

to a feminine influence in a chakra, there is more potential for resynchronization, balance, 

and receptivity to Pure Breath of Love.1  

 

 
1 Functions of the chakras are from the eBook Stillness Practices, compiled by Neil Cohen. For more on the 
influence of the poles, see the section Masculine and Feminine Harmony in Chapter 5, and see Kylea Taylor's 
Chart in Appendix 6 of Stillness Touch: Union of Body and Love. 
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         FIRST or ROOT CHAKRA 

Muladhara Chakra - Pelvic Plexus 

Also known as Base Chakra, or Coccygeal Plexus. Muladhara means Foundation.  

Location: The coccyx and perineum, the region between the anus and genitals. 

Main Themes: Physical body, structure, grounding, 'this is who I am.' Having to do 

with matters related to earth life and survival. A felt sense of trust in the earth, in oneself 

and others. Felt connections to family, tribe, race, and society. Individuality and 

individuation. Will, power, and vitality. The ability to manifest. The will to live. 

Physiological Functions: Governs the functioning of the kidneys and spinal column. 

The vital breath of Apana, a descending energy that removes waste material from body. 

Psychological and Spiritual Qualities, and Life Lessons: The seat of the coiled 

Kundalini or serpent power, the vital Life-Force, or Shakti. The dynamic core of primal 

energy, force, and power; the grand human potential. The foundation and root of our 

physical and psychological being, which holds our primal attitudes and behaviors. The root 

of the awareness of divinity in a human. Our roots, our inherited, genetic family, tribal, 

racial, or social attitudes, beliefs, and behavioral patterns. Where one’s Spirit is rooted into 

physical reality. Individual consciousness comes into human form through a physical birth 

and is associated with one's Inner Infant and infantile needs.2 

Matters Relating to the Physical World: Self-preservation, instinct, basic survival 

issues. Trust in life, in self, others, trust in the Mother Earth or your physical mother. 

Physical and personal power. The ability to initiate movement, to manifest one's needs and 

desires. The seat of the will-to-be, and the will to live. Channels the suffusion of Life Force 

into the physical body, giving it strength and vitality. Acceptance of self. The ability to be 

patient, steady, and consistent in one's life and personal endeavors. The ability to wait. The 

ability to manifest one's personal needs and desires in physical level reality. Groundedness, 

 
2 See Grof’s birth matrix model. 
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individuality, stability, structure, solidity, firmness, order, cohesiveness, resistance, inertia, 

vigor, and stamina. A sense of inner security, safety, stillness, health, and courage. The first 

chakra is where the divine creative power enters the element of earth; the power of heaven 

has come into the earth, offering an opportunity for the expansion of one's experience and 

awareness. 

Awakened Potentials: Feeling completely supported by life. Trusting life and one's 

experience in the body. Understanding and respecting the element earth, one's 

physical/material roots, and support. Experiencing a healthy and balanced delight in the 

physical body and its pleasures. Potential mastery of the physical body. When developed 

properly, the energy of this chakra can manifest itself as one's dedication to selfless service. 

Emotional and Mental Imbalances: Not able to fully experience one's personal power 

or initiative and channel it constructively. Unable to break away and individuate from 

inherited family, tribal/racial or social attitudes, beliefs, and behavior patterns. Out of 

touch with one's roots, with nature, loss of contact with earth element. Denial of the 

physical body needs. A consciousness of lack as an inability to believe one deserves to have. 

Attachment, clinging, grasping, and hoarding. Too much emphasis or concern placed upon 

one's physical survival, finances, possessions, material comfort, and/or security. An inner 

sense of powerlessness, which can result in an overcompensated need to exert power or 

control over others; feelings of being overpowered by someone or something outside 

oneself; a need to possess others or objects; an urge to dominate, manipulate, or destroy. 

Feelings of being overwhelmed by the intensity of life. Feelings of alienation or separation. 

Unable to deal responsibly with the basic details of daily life. Restlessness, inability to focus 

upon a given task, a lack of patience, stability, groundedness, and consistency. Self-

centeredness, fear, insecurity, frustration, anger. Violence, greed, and delusion. Too much 

inertia or lethargy. No desire to change or expand one's consciousness. 

Physical Imbalances: Tension in the spine. Lower back pain. Sciatica. Constipation, 

rectal problems. Problems with the bones, legs, knees. Eating disorders. 

Pathways for Healing and Balancing: Learn ways to ground, to embody and feel safe 

and to be comfortable in the body. Meditative work with healing issues/traumas from birth 
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and infancy. Get in touch with, welcome, and bond with the Inner Infant. Pursue the 

necessary healing work for supporting personal individuation, growing away from, and 

transcending the limited, confining attitudes, beliefs and behaviors of family, tribe/race, 

and society. Bodywork, rebirthing and/or emotional healing work can help resolve and heal 

birth traumas and emotional issues stored in this chakra (and all chakras). Movement, 

dance, Hatha Yoga. Cultivate a consistent daily spiritual practice, which supports union 

with your Essential Self. 
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SECOND or NAVEL CHAKRA 

Svadhisthana Chakra - Mesenteric Ganglion  

Also known as the Sacral Plexus, the Sacral or Splenic Chakra.  

Svadhisthana means Dwelling Place of the Self. 

Location: Base of the lumbar spine. Lower abdomen in the region between the pubic 

bone and the navel. 

Main Psychological Themes: The inner movement, flow, and expression of one's 

emotionality, sensuality, passion, and sexuality. Physical and emotional needs, desires, 

feelings, pleasure, and fantasy. The Inner Child. The inspiration to create. Self-acceptance, 

self-worth. Intimacy with others. Well-being, physical vitality. Abundance, prosperity. 

Family, social contacts. Change, movement, fluidity. Tolerance, acceptance, trust. 

Related Glands, Organs, and Areas of the Body: Ovaries and testicles. Genitals, 

prostate, womb, spleen, bladder, sacrum, hips, knees, lower back. 

Physiological Functions: Governs the activity of the reproductive system. Procreation, 

assimilation of food, circulation, physical force, energy and vitality. The vital breath of 

Upana, which is the upward moving energy that draws in the Life Force. 

Psychological and Spiritual Qualities, and Life Lessons: The main center of one's 

personality. The inspiration to move, experience, and create. One's relationship with, and 

expression of feeling, desire, need, sensation, pleasure, empathy, sexual, passionate love, 

nurturance. In this chakra one learns to feel, embrace, and come into loving acceptance of 

the emotional self - the feelings, needs, desires of the Inner Child. One comes into 

relationship and union with their own humanness. From the focus on self in the first 

chakra, here one comes into the experience of and attraction toward other. A desire for, 

and movement toward others; duality, polarity. Primary interpersonal relationships. The 

ability to feel, to trust, to give and receive intimacy with others. Imagination, desires, 

fantasies of a sensual nature. Establishing healthy levels of self-acceptance, self-worth, and 

emotional boundaries. One's relationship to money and abundance. This chakra is 
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associated with the Inner Child, its needs, feelings and perceptions. This is the realm of the 

unconscious, the deep emotional waters of the psyche. Establishing a healthy balance 

between the extremes in one's life. One's physical health, vitality, and well-being. Family and 

social relationships. The ability to assimilate new feelings, experiences, and ideas. 

Awakened Potentials: An awakened, healthy, and responsible flow of one's 

emotionality, sensuality, and sexuality through one's body. Sensuality and sexuality become 

an expression of love and intimacy, and is expressed in a responsible and discerning 

manner from the heart in a deep, intimate, sweet, gentle and loving way. The ability to 

trust, let go, and come into acceptance of what is. The ability to move, change, and flow 

with life's circumstances. The ability to interact, share, and work intimately, creatively, and 

harmoniously with others. Having healthy boundaries without losing sense of one's self. A 

strong sense of self-acceptance, emotional balance, well-being, and physical vitality. The 

ability to harness creative/sexual energy for refined artistic and spiritual pursuits. One is 

able to be still and peaceful within self. Feelings of deep satisfaction. Inner feelings of 

security and abundance; a deep inner trust that there is always enough. An inner 

understanding of life's many cycles. A healthy, developed and loving relationship with one's 

own feelings, needs, and desires of the emotional self, human self, Inner Child. 

Mental and Emotional Imbalances: Lack of acceptance and love for one's emotional 

self, and the Inner Child's basic feelings and needs. An imbalance in one's ability to give 

and receive. Fear of intimacy. Blocking or repressing one's feelings, desires, sensations, and 

sensitivity. Over-identification with the physical body. Extreme behavior, suppression or 

over-indulgence, in relation to food, sex, or pleasure in general. Irresponsible pursuit of 

sensual/sexual gratification. Misuse or misunderstanding of sexual energy. Using sex as a 

way to control, manipulate, gain security, or artificially inflate one’s self-esteem. Feelings of 

lack and of being insufficient, or inadequate. Feeling that who one is, and what one has, is 

not enough. Greed, jealousy, or envy can occur as an over-compensation for one's inner 

feelings of lack and inadequacy. The misuse of manipulation, possessiveness, attachment or 

deceit, as ways of getting what one desires. Fear of change, lacking the fluidity to flow with 

life's ever-changing circumstances. Feelings of emptiness, purposelessness, victim-hood. 

Rigidity, confusion, lethargy, restlessness. Lack of humor. Addictions from the inner 
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feelings of lack and separateness. Sexual difficulties, impotence, or frigidity, as a result of 

repressed emotional and sexual issues. 

Physical Imbalances: Uterine, bladder, kidney problems, stiff lower back. Sexual 

difficulties. 

Pathways for Healing and Balancing: Inner Child work. Get in touch with the 

abandoned or rejected Inner Child - the Feeling, Emotional Self. Learn to listen to, 

support, and nurture the Inner Child rather than repress, judge, reject, or punish this 

child. Learn how to respect and nurture one's humanness rather than judge and repress it. 

Explore healthy outlets for the expression of emotion, feeling, creativity, passion and 

sensuality. 
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THIRD or SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA 

Manipura Chakra - Celiac Plexus 

        The Right Use and Exertion of Energy.  

        Manipura means City, or Center of Gems  

Location: Solar plexus, area between the navel and base of the sternum (breast bone). 

Main Themes: Personal power, will, authority, purpose. Exertion of energy. Self-

confidence, self-worth, self-respect, humor. Personal boundaries, discrimination, and 

discernment. Metabolism and assimilation of food as well as new experiences and ideas. 

Transformation of the Intellect. 

Related Glands, Organs, and Areas of the Body: Pancreas, adrenals, muscles.  

Physiological Functions: Governs the action of the stomach and digestive processes, 

liver, gallbladder, and the sympathetic nervous system. Metabolism. Radiates and 

distributes energy throughout the bodymind system. The vital breath of Samana, which 

governs chemical processes, digestion, assimilation. 

Psychological and Spiritual Qualities, and Life Lessons: The fluidity of the water 

element in the second chakra takes the form of practicality here in the third chakra; one's 

fantasies are brought into practical forms, one develops the power to discern, command, 

and organize. The seat of one's ego, power drives, and social identity in the world. The seat 

of the emotions. Clearing-house for all energies below the diaphragm before they are 

transferred to the centers above. Astral or emotional force, which are the lower psychic 

abilities from the astral, emotional planes. Desire, touch, personal power and will, 

authority, self-confidence, action, and energy. Self-control and the potential for mastery of 

the desires and motivations of the lower passions. Breaking free of constriction, overcoming 

inertia and lethargy. Motivation, action, activation, radiance, warmth, awakening, 

transformation, humor, and laughter. Balance in this chakra is when we have the desire and 

ability to serve others selflessly, free of desire for recognition, reward, or compensation. 

Awakened Potentials: True power and authority from within, based upon one's 
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knowing of Self. The right, loving use and exertion of one's power and will. A sense of self-

worth based upon an inner knowing of Self, rather than being dependent upon external 

factors such as beauty, wealth, occupation, social, or religious status. One achieves control 

over speech and expresses ideas clearly and effectively. Joy, laughter, and harmony. Selfless 

service. Illumination. 

Mental and Emotional Imbalances: Taking in more than one can assimilate and 

utilize physically, emotionally, or mentally. Caught up in, or over-identified with, the lower 

psychic abilities of the astral planes. Too much emphasis placed upon pursuits of power or 

gaining personal recognition. Pride, vanity, and overly controlling. Competition or power 

struggles with others. The pursuit of self-centered goals and ambitions. Abuse of power. A 

lack of enthusiasm for life. An overcompensated need for external stimulation to feel alive. 

Overly intellectual or mental at the expense of one's instincts, needs, feelings, or intuition. 

Fear, cowardice, lack of confidence. Anger, hate, impulsiveness, rashness, violence. Passions 

are out of control. Blocks the movement of feelings, emotions, sensations, and recoils Eros 

from coming up to the heart, by being judgmental, critical, and controlling of those feelings 

and of others. Creating separation and opposition out of an unconscious need to uphold 

one's illusion of power by trying to prove one's self worth. Giving one's power away to 

external "authority figures." Lack of healthy boundaries, negative vulnerability. Lack of 

strength and vitality, fatigue. Inability to relax and slowdown; always pushing forward and 

outward. 

Physical Imbalances: Digestive problems, ulcers, problems with the pancreas, liver, 

gallbladder, and stomach. Addiction to stimulating substances. 
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FOURTH or HEART CHAKRA 

Anahata Chakra 

       Also known as the Cardiac Plexus. Anahata means Unstruck sound beyond the    

       realms of the physical senses. 

Location: Between the shoulder blades, in the center of the chest and heart field. 

Main Themes: The place where infinite spirit and matter meet; the upper and lower 

chakras, as well as the masculine and feminine poles coexist here without issue. 

Related Glands, Organs, and Areas of the Body: Thymus gland, heart, circulatory 

system, arms, hands, and lungs. 

Physiological Functions: Governs the heart, blood, and the circulatory system. 

Vitalizes the Vagus nerve is the largest nerve in the parasympathetic nervous system. 

Energizes the blood and physical body with the Life Force. The vital breath of Prana, which 

controls breathing of the Life-Force. 

Psychological and Spiritual Qualities, and Life Lessons: The seat of the Soul; where 

the Life Force of the Higher Self is anchored in the body. The doorway of love and wisdom. 

The place of one’s conscience, the Inner Guide, or Guru. The seat of balance within the 

body. Governs the radiation and flow of love coming from one's soul out into the world. 

Divine, unconditional love, selfless service, and compassion. Inclusiveness, synthesis, and 

group consciousness. A sense of oneness with Self, others, and life. Love for humanity. The 

joy of and the delight in self-existing heart radiance. The pure and unconditional joy of 

giving and sharing the expression of Self. The union and harmonious blending of the male 

and female energies within one's own being. Faith, devotion, and forgiveness. A deep sense 

of compassion, understanding, and acceptance toward oneself and others. Balance, peace, 

openness, harmony, and contentment. When one lives their life in harmony with universal 

love, and is able to be truthful, the flower of the heart chakra opens, expands, and grows. 

When, however, one's giving of love is selfish, or one is unable to be truthful, the opening 

of the heart chakra is obstructed. 
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Awakened Potentials: Attainment of balance between the three chakras below the 

heart and the three chakras above it. One is aware, sensitive, and inspired. Purity, 

innocence, and happiness. Detached from the cares of the world. One is no longer 

concerned with worldly pleasures, honors, or humiliations; desire ceases to be misused for 

selfish gain. Living in harmony with the internal and external worlds. Transcendence of the 

illusion and limitation of time. Inspired art, music, poetry, and writing. Selfless spiritual 

devotion. Refined balance in the body and psyche. Perception of Divine Grace within all 

existence. One's life becomes a source of inspiration for others. 

Mental and Emotional Imbalances: Repression of love. Emotional instability, out of 

balance with life. Moving between extremes. Overly concerned with self. Feelings of 

separateness from others and life itself. Restless wandering. Lack of concern for the larger 

evolutionary picture (group consciousness). Misplaced devotion or affections; either 

physical, emotional, or spiritual in nature. Unhealthy, or inappropriate projection of love 

onto others; trying to retrieve one's own lack of self-love from external sources. 

Possible Physical Imbalances: Heart and circulation problems. 
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FIFTH or THROAT CHAKRA 

Visuddha Chakra - Cervical Plexi (superior, middle, inferior) 

Also known as the Laryngeal or Carotid Plexus. Visuddha means Pure. 

Location: Behind the throat at the level of the medulla oblongata - base of skull. 

Other sources say region of the C7, first dorsal vertebra at the base of the neck where the 

soft indentation in the throat is located. 

Main Themes: Expression of your truth, creativity, and gifts to the world. 

Physiological Functions: Governs the lungs, vocal and bronchial apparatus, and 

alimentary canal. The vital breath is Udana, which carries air up through the head, assisting 

in the production of sound. 

Psychological and Spiritual Qualities, and Life Lessons: Controls the principle of 

sound, vibration, speech, and communication. In this chakra supreme reasoning overcomes 

the emotions and passions of the heart. Clarity in thought and speech. Power of the spoken 

word, true communication; using the spoken word as an effective tool for the 

communication of love, truth, and wisdom. Creative expression in speech, writing, and the 

arts. Higher creative faculties. Transcendence of the reliance upon the five physical senses. 

Integration of the soul and the personality. Peace, truth, knowledge, wisdom, loyalty, 

honesty, reliability, gentleness. 

Awakened Potentials: The voice becomes sweet, melodious, and pure; it penetrates 

the heart of the listener. A deep understanding of the power and significance of sound and 

vibration. Higher knowledge and intuition, improvisation, and wit. Supreme reasoning 

supersedes the emotions of the heart. Understanding of the hidden messages in dreams. 

 

       Mental and Emotional Imbalances: Communication and speech problems. 

Lack of mental clarity. Overly intellectual. Illusions and self-deception. Knowledge  

 

      Physical Imbalances: Thyroid problems, metabolism out of balance. 
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SIXTH or BROW CHAKRA 

Ajna Chakra - 3rd Ventricle & Brain Core 

Also known as the Medulla Plexus or Third Eye Chakra.  

Ajna means Command, Authority, Unlimited Power. 

Location: Center of the forehead between the eyebrows. 

Related Glands, Organs, and Areas of the Body: Pituitary gland, left eye (eye of the 

personality), nose, ears. 

Physiological Functions: Vitalizes the lower brain (cerebellum) and central nervous 

system. Governs vision. 

Psychological and Spiritual Qualities and Life Lessons: Commands, guides, and 

harmonizes the energies of the personality (lower chakras). Dissolving of negative ego. 

Psychic individuation and balance. Mental images and abstract ideas. Ability to receive and 

express intuitive wisdom; perception of the Infinite in a flash of intuitive perception. 

Insight, imagination, and idealism. Clairvoyance, concentration, and peace of mind. 

Wisdom, devotion, and perception beyond duality. Realization of the soul and the soul 

forces. A slight differentiation of consciousness still exists at this chakra; it is not yet the 

total oneness of the Crown chakra. One reveals the divine within and reflects the inherent 

divinity within others. One attains the realization, "I am that I AM" and becomes the 

embodiment of sat-chit-ananda, or being, consciousness, and bliss. In this chakra, a person 

realizes they are an immortal spirit, and embodies all of the elements in their purest form 

or essence. All external and internal changes cease to be a problem. 

Awakened Potentials: The ability to perceive the divine, inner workings that occur 

within physical events. Cosmic consciousness; perception of unified wholeness. Self-

emanating and radiant. Commands the overall aspects of the Self. Total transcendence of all 

desires, which motivate life and impels one to move about in many directions. One 

becomes a knower of the past, present, and future. The danger of backsliding ends, there is 

no spiritual reversal once one is stabilized in this chakra. One gains the ability to 
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comprehend the inner meaning of cosmic knowledge. 

Mental and Emotional Imbalances: Lack of concentration. Poor discernment and 

lack of a connection with one's intuition. Too much reliance on books and information 

outside of oneself, which isn’t to invalidate any source of information but to communicate 

the need to empower oneself by developing intuitive perception and wisdom. Fear, 

cynicism, tension, and bad dreams. Overly detached from the material world. 

Physical Imbalances: Headaches. Eye problems. 
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SEVENTH or CROWN CHAKRA 

Sahasrara Chakra-Bindu 

Also known as the Cerebral Plexus.  

Sahasrara means Thousand-Petalled Lotus - corona radiata. 

Location: Top of the cranium, crown of the head. Some sources say four finger 

breadths above the crown of the head. 

Main Themes: Unity, non-duality, oneness, union with Source. 

Physiological Functions: Governs the upper brain and brain core, right eye (eye of 

spirit), and the pineal. 

Psychological and Spiritual Qualities and Life Lessons: The Abode of Bliss (Sat Chit 

Ananda). One remains calm, peaceful, and undisturbed in relation to all of life's 

experiences; one is no longer troubled by pleasure or pain, wealth or poverty, praise or 

humiliation. The Absolute, the unmanifest, undifferentiated consciousness. The idea of the 

personal or individual self is dissolved into the realization of Oneness. Oneness with 

Source, with the Infinite. Liberation, freedom, and eternal bliss - the transcendental void. 

Integration and balancing of all polarities. All feelings, emotions, and desires are resolved 

and return to their Original Essence or Cause. Emergence from time, space, and perception 

beyond the limitations of time and space. An unbroken, continuity of consciousness. The 

Crown chakra is the synthesis of all the others. It is said to have no associated color, sound 

or element; it is beyond all qualities and conditions. It synchronizes all colors, encompasses 

all the senses, and all functions, and is all-pervading in its power. The spiritual will-to-be, 

synthesis, inspiration, divine wisdom, guidance, and understanding. Idealism and selfless 

service. The ability to empower oneself by having an open access to divine authority, 

spiritual information, revelation, inner guidance, and spiritual will. 

Awakened Potentials: One becomes illuminated like the sun and is continually 

radiant. Immortality and Union with Source is achieved. 
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Mental and Emotional Imbalances: Lack of inspiration, confusion, depression, 

feelings of alienation. Placing too much emphasis on needing external authority figures 

such as teachers or gurus for accessing spiritual wisdom or guidance, which is not to 

invalidate any teacher or guru, but only to communicate the need to empower oneself with 

their own open access to and inner connection with divine authority, will and guidance. 

Hesitation, or unwillingness to serve others. 

Physical Imbalances: Senility. 

 

 
 

 

 


